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1. Abstract: 

There are many competitions held by IEEE throughout the world where people compete to 

construct a Micromouse, a completely autonomous robot, which can reach the center of a maze 

and return to the starting point the quickest. Team JerryBot will not only be creating a 

Micromouse to do such tasks, but will also receive an infrared signal when it reaches the center 

of the maze, decode it, and display it on a screen. To build this mouse, sensors, motors, and a 

microcontroller will be melded together and controlled through a software algorithm. 

 

2. Project Definition:  

The goal of this project is to design and build a robot to autonomously solve a maze with a 

budget of around $250. The robot will meet the specifications of the competition and follow all 

of its rules. The maze is an 8 feet by 8 feet platform with walls surrounding the outsides. The 

maze is divided into 16 by 16 cells, each with a width and height of about six inches. The basic 

idea for our design of the Micromouse is that it will use sensors to detect the walls of the maze 

while utilizing a dynamic programming algorithm to find the most efficient path to the center, 

collect the data from the beacon, and then, bring that data back to the starting point as fast as 

possible.  

 

The Micromouse will use three infrared sensors to detect walls that are in front or to either side 

of it. The outputs of the sensors will feedback into the microcontroller, giving it an indication of 

its proximity in all three directions. The proximity, in addition to the location of the mouse in the 

maze, will then be considered for the next move. Once the movement is selected, the 

microcontroller will send a signal to two stepper motor drivers that will operate two stepper 

motors. This process is repeated until the mouse reaches the center of the maze and decodes the 

signal coming from a beacon. Once in the center, the mouse will backtrack to the start using the 

path is took stored in memory.  
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3. System Design: 

Micromouse competition has been around for several years now, and has become quite popular. 

The competition is not just conducted here in the United States, but also in other parts of the 

world. Each competition has different rules and methods; however, they all follow the same 

general format. The Micromouse has to travel through a maze from a certain starting point and 

reach a specific end goal as fast as possible with minimal roadblocks. The differences from each 

year’s competitions are basically the specifics of the maze and the objectives of the mouse. A 

beacon was added to our specifications whereas other competitions simply put a flag in the 

center to indicate the finish line. Due to this competition being around for a while, many 

Micromouse designs were available to base a mouse upon. 

 

The parts needed are sensors, motors, wheels, and a microprocessor. The hardest parts of this 

project are constructing the mouse within a 6 inch by 6 inch dimension and the software 

controlling the mouse. The motors used are going to be stepper motors to allow accurate 

movement and the sensors are going to be infrared. As for the software, the algorithm going to 

control the mouse’s movement is known as a flood fill algorithm.  

 

Microcontroller: 

The microcontroller will be used as the heart of our system. It will be used to implement the 

feedback control needed for the system and it will also be used to implement our algorithm.  

 

Motors: 

When deciding on which motor to use we had two viable options. We decided on going with a 

stepper motor over a DC motor. The main reason for making this decision is the substantial 

added accuracy a stepper motor provides over a DC motor. The negative tradeoff of a stepper 

motor is it is not quite as fast. While completing the maze faster gives a better score, the benefits 

of going slow actually outweigh these extra points we are sacrificing. By going slower, we 

severely diminish the chances of hitting into a wall. With only an inch or two of leeway in such a 

small maze, accelerating and decelerating quickly could cause problems such as skidding.  

 

By using a stepper motor we could track the distance we have traveled with a few simple 

calculations involving the number of steps taken, circumference of the wheel and the number of 

steps per 360 degree revolution. By knowing the exact dimensions of the maze prematurely, we 

could keep track of the approximate position of the mouse at all times without the use of an 

accelerometer. The specific stepper motor we chose was the NEMA-14. The square dimensions 

of the motor makes it easy to secure both motors back to back. The total length of the 2 motors 

and shafts connected back to back will be 4.8 in which gives us decent room to maneuver. The 

motor produces high torque and requires a large current requirement of 1A. While we could have 

gone with a less powerful motor, we played it safe. With a motor driver, we are easily able to 

drive this motor at this high current rating. 
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Motor Driver: 

The driver we decided to go with was the A4988 Stepper Motor Driver. The board we chose can 

drive up to 2A of current and requires an 8-35V motor power supply. The main features this 

board gives us is a simple control interface, five different step resolutions, adjustable current 

control and a thermal temperature safety shutdown mechanism. This driver allows for even 

greater accuracy by allowing the motor to micro-step anywhere from one-half to one-sixteenth of 

a full step. 

 

 

Sensors: 

For the algorithm to work accurately and prevent the robot from crashing into the walls, the 

Micromouse has to see the environment it is moving in. Also, the bot needs to retrieve a 

sequence of numbers from a beacon that is using infrared signals. We will be implementing IR 

sensors in order to calculate our relative proximity to walls. Essentially, the IR sensors are the 

eyes of the Micromouse.  

 

Software: Flood Fill Algorithm 

In the flood fill algorithm, the four center cells of a two dimensional array are assigned a value of 

zero. Then, each cell adjacent to those four cells in the four cardinal directions are assigned a 

value one greater than its value. This process repeats until every cell in the matrix has a value. 

Once that is completed, the mouse moves depending on its current cell value and the walls 

around it. The mouse will not move in a direction of a wall. See the flow chart below: 
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Diagrams 

 

 
Figure 1 Input and output description of the controller 

 

Figure 1 Block Diagram of overall system 
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Visual Diagram 

 

 

Figure 2 Physical layout of the mouse. Side view. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Physical layout of the mouse. Front view. 
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Figure 4 3D concept of the mouse 

 
Figure 5 3D concept of the mouse. Back view. 

 

Specifications: 

1. The mouse must be made with a budget of around $250. 

2. The mouse must traverse an 8 feet by 8 feet maze broken into 16 by 16 unit spaces. 

3. The mouse must not be longer and wider than 6 inches. 

4. The mouse must travel to the center of the maze, receive an infrared signal, decode and 

display it, and travel back to its starting point autonomously with no user input. 

5. The mouse must complete the trial in 10 minutes. 
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Tasks/Testing: 

 

The main task is testing the equipment both individually and the assemble bot. Each component 

needs to be tested by itself to verify that the part is functioning properly, then once the parts are 

integrated together, they must be tested as whole to see if the parts operate properly together. 

 

Individual component testing: 

 

Microcontroller: The main task with using a microcontroller is learning how to perform various 

operations. This involves learning the various registers in the chip and their functionality. 

Blinking LEDs will be the first task. Then perform pulse width modulation to drive the motors. 

Then gauge the processing speed to prevent the mouse from slowing down too slowly or quickly. 

 

Stepper Motors: The mouse must move at a speed that is manageable with our processor. If it 

runs at a too high speed, then the processor might not be able to slow it down fast enough 

causing the mouse to be in a different location than what the processor predicts, throwing off the 

calculations. Once a suitable speed to run the motors is found and the processing speed has been 

determined, the motors can be run at variable velocities with perfect accuracy. However, testing 

to find how much noise the motors have is another task. This will determine whether or not 

filters will be needed.  

 

IR Sensors: The sensors will be needed to gauge the distance the mouse is from the walls. There 

will be tests that emphasize the distance versus voltage output from the sensors. The sensors will 

also pick up a signal being transmitted by a beacon, so they will be tested with picking up 

various signals. 

 

Battery: The battery testing will include the testing of potential batteries that can supply enough 

power to components. We know that the motor is the biggest power consumer so that is our 

initial concern with regards to the battery. 

 

Connected components testing:  

The microcontroller will be tested in order to see if the pulse width modulated voltage can drive 

the motors properly. Additionally, the analog to digital converters on the chip need to be tested 

with the sensor’s output to see if the chip receives values it can use to perform operations. The 

microcontroller has to be able to decode the signal from a beacon, so it will have to be tested 

with the sensors connected to see if it can decode the incoming signal. The whole mouse needs to 

be tested with all the components together to see if the flood-fill algorithm works properly, and 

to see if the battery can power the mouse for the whole experiment. 
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Benchmarks: 

Our design consists of four main milestones. For each of these milestones, we have test requirements 

that must be met. The requirements are as follows: 

Milestone 1: Verify all components/parts are fully functional and practical for the design 

Milestone 2: Complete initial model. Verify that the model can do the following: transverse forward, 

backwards, and left to right. Note that at this point testing will be conducted by hardcoding test 

commands. 

Milestone 3: Autonomously transverse corners, and dead ends. This shall be done with sensor feedback 

Milestone 4: The Micromouse shall transverse the maze using a desired algorithm. In addition, the 

device shall be able to memorize the most efficient route to the center.  

 

4. Project Plan: 

The three main aspects when considering a project such as the Micromouse are the resources, 

time management, and budget. Obviously, our most important resources are the team members. 

In order to optimize the production, we have allocated the main parts of the project into five 

intertwined parts. This model will efficiently allow all members to work independently, yet 

emphasizes collaboration wherever it is possible.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Task Decomposition w/ the head of each aspect 

: 

Power 

Bardia Rashidi 

Motors / Drive 

John Zakharia 

Software 

Nathan Purta 

Control 

Danny Toma 

Sensors 

Mark Isidro 
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Budget: 

A proposed budget is illustrated below. Our main goal with regards to the budges is we want to 

forecast utilizing approximately 70% of the financial cap. This is will allow for some leeway for 

any problems we may face.  

Budget 

Item 

Cost 

Each 

Number 

of parts Total cost 

Motors $16.00 2 $32.00 

Motor Drivers $4.00 2 $8.00 

Sensors $8.00 3 $24.00 

Microcontroller $20.00 1 $20.00 

Wheels $13.00 2 $26.00 

Chassis $8.00 1 $8.00 

Power $10.00 1 $10.00 

Voltage Regulators $1.00 2 $2.00 

Sub total 

  

$130.00 

S&H Est.   $40 

Tax 

  

$10.40 

Total   $180.40 

 

Gantt Chart/Timeline 

The Gantt Chart was used in order provided the team with a general overview of the schedule the 

project will follow. It is significant that, in the Gantt chart, we include goals or milestones set by 

ourselves. In our design, these milestones included completing the testing on motors and sensors, 

having a moveable device, having a device with feedback and algorithms, and having a fully 

functional Micromouse. The Gantt Chart is provided on the subsequent pages.   

  

 



ID Task 

Mode

Task Name DurationStart Finish Resource Names

15 Planning 15 daysMon 2/10/14Fri 2/28/14

4 Test Setup/ Establish 

what is esential for 

testing

9 days Tue 2/25/14 Fri 3/7/14 John/Danny

1 Order Motors, MC, 

Sensors, Voltage 

Regulators

3 days Wed 

2/26/14

Fri 2/28/14 Bardia

3 Foot Print of Overall 

Model, Work Flow

1 day Wed 

2/26/14

Wed 

2/26/14

Nate/Danny

5 Project Proposal 7 days Wed 2/26/14Thu 3/6/14 All Team members

2 Test Motors, Sensors, 

Microcontrollers, 

Voltage Regulators

6 days Mon 

3/10/14

Mon 

3/17/14

All Team 

members

6 Running Mouse 8 days Fri 3/14/14 Tue 3/25/14 John/Dann/Bardia

16 Assembly of 

Components

6 days Mon 

3/17/14

Mon 

3/24/14

14 Tests on Motors, Sensors

Complete

0 days Tue 3/18/14 Tue 3/18/14

19 Test Running Mouse 5 days Tue 3/25/14 Mon 3/31/14

7 Running Model with 

Control

0 days Tue 4/1/14 Tue 4/1/14 All Team 

members

9 Progress Presentation 8 days Tue 4/1/14 Thu 4/10/14 Mark

8 Model with sensor 

feedback

8 days Thu 4/3/14 Mon 

4/14/14

All Team 

members

17 Testing of Model with 

Feedback

3 days Mon 

4/14/14

Wed 

4/16/14

10 One Algorithm 

implementation

4 days Wed 

4/16/14

Mon 

4/21/14

Nate

11 Testing of Prototype 5 days Mon 

4/21/14

Fri 4/25/14 Nate

18 Prototype Complete 0 days Tue 4/22/14 Tue 4/22/14

12 Model Complete, with 

some tweeks

3 days Fri 4/25/14 Tue 4/29/14

13 Complete Model Ready 

for Competition

0 days Fri 5/2/14 Fri 5/2/14

John/Danny

Bardia

Nate/Danny

All Team members

All Team members

John/Dann/Bardia

3/18

4/1

Mark

All Team members

Nate

Nate

4/22

5/2
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Feb 23, '14 Mar 2, '14 Mar 9, '14 Mar 16, '14 Mar 23, '14 Mar 30, '14 Apr 6, '14 Apr 13, '14 Apr 20, '14 Apr 27, '14 May 4, '14

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Progress

Manual Progress
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Project: EE490 Overview

Date: Thu 3/6/14



JerryBot

Team members:
Danny Toma

John Zakharia

Bardia Rashidi

A micromouse is a completely    
autonomous robot designed to           
solve a maze and get back to the    
starting point by itself with no user  
input. It is a sophisticated machine  
that fits in the palm of your hand!

Stepper Motor

BatteryIR Sensor

Microprocessor

Nathan Purta

Mark Isidro

The Micromouse:


